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QUESTION: 1
When implementing a legacy package utilizing application monitoring, which variable in the
package control script will point to the monitor script?

A. service_cmd
B. MONITOR_CMD
C. SERVICE_CMD
D. MONITOR_NAME

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
What are the four main resources of the Event Monitoring Service Resource Class Hierarchy?

A. /cluster, /net, /system, /vg
B. /net, /interfaces, /lan, /status
C. /cluster, /package, /localNode, /status
D. /net, /localNode, /lan, /filesystem

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
If a Quorum service fails so that it is no longer available, which statement is true regarding the
action that should or will take place?

A. Execute the cmquerycl command to identify an alternate
B. Execute the cmapplyconf command to restart the Quorum service
C. The cluster lock disk will take over automatically
D. Repair or restore the Quorum service

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
What is the purpose of a lock disk in a cluster?
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A. keeps track of who is activating each volume group
B. prevents activation ofunclustered disks
C. prevents split-brain syndrome in the cluster
D. locks non-oot users from runningServiceguard commands

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
A package along with its associated volume groups and data are being migrated from one
Serviceguard cluster to another. The volume groups were exported from the old cluster and
imported into the new one. The following error is produced by cmcheckconf:
Error: Volume group /dev/vg70 currently belongs to another cluster.
It cannot be included in this one.
Error: Volume group /dev/vg75 currently belongs to another cluster.
It cannot be included in this one.
Maximum configured packages parameter is 30.
Configuring 7 package(s).
23 package(s) can be added to this cluster.
cmcheckconf : Unable to verify cluster file:
/etc/cmcluster/cmclconf.ascii.
Cross device link.
What change is required to resolve this error?

A. Thecmclmigrate command must be used to move the package.
B. The disks must first be marked as non cluster hardware.
C. The system must be rebooted prior to runningcmcheckconf.
D. Thecmclconf.ascii file requires corrections.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
Which change can be made to a running package without causing an interruption in service?

A. modiyfing the service timeouts
B. modifying the package failover policy
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C. adding a subnet
D. adding a service

Answer: B

QUESTION: 7
When implementing a package utilizing application monitoring, which variable in the package
control script will point to the monitor script?

A. SERVICE_CMD
B. PACKAGE_CMD
C. SERVICE_NAME
D. MONITOR_NAME

Answer: A

QUESTION: 8
Which statements are correct regarding a Serviceguard cluster with SGeRAC and Oracle
RAC? (Select two.)

A. Each Oracle instance must have its own unique database.
B. The shared disk devices can be a SLVM raw device, CFS, or Oracle ASM raw device.
C. You can have more than one Oracle instance accessing the same database at the same time.
D. If CFS is used then RAW devices are not allowed.
E. SGeRAC cannot be configured together with Cluster File System (CFS).

Answer: B, C

QUESTION: 9
Which file controls the default behavior of the boot process to activate all known volume
groups at boot time?

A. inetd.conf
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